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My long-term ambition is to redefine the concept of montage in the cinema. But this ambition is part and parcel of a wider field of enquiry of an epistemological nature, which entails adopting a certain viewpoint on the Marey question or Marey ‘moment’ in the history, prehistory and archaeology of cinema.

It started to become clear that the concept of montage needed to be redefined when, in the 1980s and 1990s, scholars specialising in early cinema saw – first in the films of Méliès, then of Lumière and Edison – that there were processes of montage that stood in stark opposition to the doxa associated with the term. Researchers like Jean Giraud, the lexicologist – who identified the first use of the term in 1909 and historians like Jean Mitry, or the theorists and philosophers of the cinema who came in his wake, agree that montage only exists when there is a certain narrative, discursive and stylistic development of the cinema, whether it is a process of narrative (sequence) or exhibition (parallelism), or a trope (‘metaphor’, analogy, or series).

But this approach is clearly limited by a prejudgement of an aesthetic nature, and, hence, obfuscates the very core of the matter and prevents one from apprehending the true nature of cinema.

In 1984, when André Gaudreault identified Méliès as the pioneer of the link shot, Pierre Jenn suggested that Méliès’s operations of special effects, assemblage and substitution be examined in terms of montage or proto-montage.

There is the well-known story – which Méliès himself referred to in 1907 about the camera accidentally stopping for one minute while filming on Place de l’Opéra. The result was that an omnibus became a hearse and men changed into women. This was seen as the beginning of the special effect ‘by substitution’ and was later used for different effects of ‘conjurin away’ or transforming a character or object before the spectators’ eyes. But what is not known is that Méliès wrote that he only mentioned this effect after having ‘stuck together’ the film ‘where it broke’ – i.e., after having cut and mounted the film. Later it was learnt that, in any case, the inertia of the handle powering the camera would have made it impossible to have a ‘magic’ substitution operation by simply stopping the film and starting it up again, and that a certain number of photographs that progressively became darker and then lighter had to be removed.
and the film ‘stuck together’ in all events. The substitution trick was thus inseparable from a montage operation, even though the word had not yet made its appearance.  

It is moreover symptomatic that when Eisenstein referred to this episode, he saw an effect of *superposition*, a term that he considered as the very ‘basis’ of montage.  

Then Gaudreault went back in time and closely studied the original Lumière films. He discovered that they also had discontinuities and breaks, so he went on to examine Edison’s work and take a look at optical toys – thus corroborating the poetics of the film director Werner Nekes, which was predicated on his knowledge as an enlightened amateur and collector, and on his work in experimental cinema.  

This transformation in the approach to these films means not only moving back the date when montage first appeared, it also means redefining the notions used.  

In order to rework the concept of montage and the associated notions, one needs to draw up what Michel Foucault in 1969 called an ‘epistemography’. During the *Journées* organised at the *Institute d’histoire des sciences* under the auspices of Georges Canguilhem, where Foucault was speaking about ‘the Situation of Cuvier in the history of biology’, a discussion took place about the analysis of the ‘Cuvier-transformation’ in *The Order of Things*. In his relatively sharp reply to an exposé by François Dagognet, Foucault proposed to distinguish three levels of epistemography: the epistemocritical (*épistémocritique*), epistemonomical (*épistémonomique*) and epistemological (*épistémologique*) levels.  

We shall make the following distinctions: a) the technico-aesthetic discourse on montage (the *epistemonomical* level), which consists of a set of limits and control principles and ‘rules’; b) the prescriptive discourse of criticism and cinema theory (the *epistemocritical* level) defining the processes of belonging to or being outside the concept of montage; in order to construct: c) an ‘epistemological’ level, which identifies the fields of application of the concepts and rules of usage regarding montage, and their transformations and variations in order to link them to their conditions of possibility.  

The issue here is to foster comprehension of the conceptual field of montage (via such notions as end, piece, moment, interval, intermittence, pause, phase, position, jerk, shock, dissociation, cut, break, interruption, discontinuity, joining, assembling, collage, link, continuity, articulation, succession, etc.) by leaving behind the purely internal, descriptive or prescriptive definitions and going beyond the obstacles of the technological type, which impede or limit comprehension.  

It will then be possible to: a) identify the contours of a montage function, which may not be given that name but which needs to be linked to various
procedures, practices and utterances (as we have just seen with Méliès and Lumière); b) locate the thinking related to montage in the system of concepts and practices where it has its roots, and subsequently envisage its extension and variability; c) and finally address the question of ‘what governs statements, and the way in which they govern each other so as to constitute a set of propositions that are scientifically acceptable’, i.e., the regime and politics of these utterances.¹¹

The Marey ‘moment’

In the perspective described above, the Marey ‘moment’ is crucial for several reasons:

a. he is outside cinematographic teleology (he did not ‘attempt’ to ‘arrive at’ the spectacle of an animated image that would be identified under the names of kinetoscope, phono, cinematographe, etc.);¹²
b. he was nonetheless present in the sequence of ‘cinema’ inventions (both conceptually and technically speaking) and gave the ‘invention’ both a scientific and a social guarantee (Académie des sciences, Collège de France);
c. he belonged to a field – physiology¹³ – that had been well explored in conceptual terms and that was the theatre of fundamental controversies between opposing tendencies, abounding in a body of notions, concepts and practices which, in his particular case, was to provide an ‘interface’ with the toys and machines used for animated images.¹⁴

The result is a fairly striking one when one realises that Marey’s mechanistic conception (the ‘animal machine’) led him to encounter a machinic dispositive that is analogous to his object, as an instrument of observation – the ‘cinema’ machine:¹⁵ the ‘animal machine’ whose locomotion is ‘distinct and successive’ (Canguilhem), and the machine with ‘[distinct and] successive images’.

Marey thus successfully developed this dispositive by combining two elements: on the one hand, research aimed at breaking things down in order to understand ‘how they work’ and, on the other, a series of illusion-producing machines, which had been developed on other foundations. In other words, there was the combination of a conception of the living being and a model to capture reproducible movements.

All of the early cinema protagonists broke down animal and human movements, but with the intention to reproduce them as a continuity, especially via the zoetrope. They considered breaking down movement as a trick or an optical experience.¹⁶ When the research and experiments associated with this process
had a scientific dimension, they involved perception and not locomotion. First
came observation and then the speculation regarding the inability of the eye to
discriminate between the moments in rapid succession to force it to ‘digest’ the
illusory synthesis or continuity of the thaumatrope, zoetrope, phenakistoscope,
praxinoscope, etc.

While Plateau and others developed the scientific knowledge of human vi-
sion, i.e., its physiology, Marey’s interest as a scientist was neither in vision nor
in astronomy. He focused on movement.\footnote{17}

For him, ‘understanding the movement of a body’ meant ‘understanding the
series of positions it occupies in space during a successive series of instants’.\footnote{18}
These instants are discrete and pertinent elements, which define the process of
locomotion, jumping, etc. When Pierre Jules Janssen improved the ‘cinema’ dis-
positive in order to improve observation of Venus, he broke down its path as it
passed in front of the sun into successive movements, but without considering
the fact that they were ‘remarkable’ moments of the planet’s progress around
the sun. ‘Celestial mechanics’ are not found on that level. These moments result
from observation, and it is subsequent analysis that will select the ‘particular’ or
‘remarkable’ moment or moments.\footnote{19} Marey, however, was convinced that hu-
man movement is not made up of a random series of moments but of successive
positions, which he could determine once they were captured.\footnote{20}

His experimental protocol (capture, transmit, analyse, restore) thus included
operations that broke down (‘démontage’) the observed phenomenon into its
phases, moments or positions, then determined its ‘mechanics’, then pieced
everything together again (‘re-montage’) for the purposes of demonstration,
aided and abetted by chronophotography and the zoetrope or, subsequently,
using a projector.

There can be no doubt that Marey’s approach (only partly shared by Muy-
bridge, among others) played a part in how ‘cinema’ was conceived in its early
years. After all, he provided the new invention with its scientific conceptualisa-
tion. Not only was he seen as one of the inventors in learned circles and in pub-
lic opinion (possibly opposed to another, competing scientist such as Edison),\footnote{21}
but the Lumière brothers, who were both entrepreneurs and inventors, claimed
they were his followers. At the beginning of their ‘triumph’, they borrowed his
term of ‘chronophotography in movement’, which they continued to construct
and perfect until their deaths. Moreover, they wanted to share the title of ‘scho-
liers’ with him, a move that he did not oppose.\footnote{22} As we now know, it was only
after his death that Marey was marginalized, for reasons that were on the one
hand circumstantial (and perhaps ‘sordid’), and on the other hand more pro-
found, i.e., linked to the evolution of the cinematographic spectacle. During his
lifetime, he was the person asked to organise the photography and cinema pa-
vilion at the Paris Exhibition of 1900, and he clearly maintained ascendancy
over the discourse on ‘cinema’, even if he was sidelined both in technical and commercial terms.23

One can thus hypothesise that Marey’s conception of movement (locomotion, etc.) was based on discontinuity and articulation, and established the main guidelines not only for the new medium, but also for the technological approach to the apparatus whose development and mechanical processes (the drive, etc.) were frequently discussed. ‘Cinema’ discourse was dominated by topics such as the freeze, intermittence, immobility, interval, jerk or pause, while admiration was simultaneously being expressed for the reconstitution of live movement and creating the impression of real life. It thus does not seem out of place to point out that the idea of ‘montage’, in the various meanings and modalities listed above,24 was immediately employed. ‘Montage’ preceded ‘cinema’ in the processes used by Marey to analyse movement, and he immediately began exploiting this idea.

However, Marey’s model was confronted with an obstacle just as the ‘miraculous’ synthesis of his theory of mechanics and the cinematographic mechanism was taking place. It was overwhelmed by the mathesis to which it belonged.25 Projection introduced an instance missing from Marey’s scientific approach: that of the spectator, the subject who perceives, the ‘observer’, with the two associated aspects of perception and duration.

Indeed, the way a spectator perceives provides the means of verifying how movements can be broken down. The isomorphism between the mechanisms of the object and the analytical apparatus is not continued in perception. Locomotion finds itself, as it were, supplanted by perception, and transcending perception, which was reintroduced by the projection apparatus, was a prerequisite of Marey’s scientific approach (seeing beyond common perception, ‘seeing the invisible’).

Two outcomes were envisaged to address the first aspect of this ‘crisis’, but neither of them addressed the actual issue of the ‘constitutive’ subjectivity that was now an obstacle. The first solution led Marey to discover the techniques that rationalised human behaviour (gymnastics, work movements, the general ‘economy’ of movements).26 The other solution led to an ever greater interest in phenomena that challenged geometry, including the mechanics of fluids, the formless, smoke, whirlwinds and wave-like animal movements (the skate or jellyfish).

The second aspect was the arrival of duration, the spectator’s subjective experience of time. Until then, Marey had concentrated on kinematics (including its dynamic dimension) and, in the words of Alfred Jarry, ‘[k]inematics is a geometry in which events have neither past nor future’.27 Time for Marey was a scale of measurement. Scientific demonstration presupposes situating oneself outside the ‘lived’ experience of time (that Bergson was to reintroduce).28
This epistemological crisis by no means prevented cinema from being ‘conceived of’ in the ‘physiological’ terms used in the mechanistic analysis of locomotion, that coexisted with wonderment in front of ‘life itself’. Later, cinematographic epiphany and the feeling of duration came out on top, but the combining of the machine with life continued to give rise to theories of montage: Kuleshov, Eisenstein, then Walter Benjamin in particular, continued to link the physiology of movement and locomotion and the mechanics of successive images. After Marey would come others, such as Pavlov, Bekhterev or Taylor.²⁹

Anson Rabinbach, in his Human Motor, tries to ‘snatch’ Marey from the nineteenth century language of science and situate his images among the foundations of the canons of twentieth-century art, and to link them with the technology of work (Taylor).³⁰ Without denying this outright, it is important not to stray too quickly from this scientific and technical discursive field. A related – and accessory – example, that of the French scientist and philosopher Charles Henry, who inspired both impressionists and neo-impressionists, shows why it is interesting to devote a little more space to this issue.

I shall now develop the various points mentioned above.

**Mechanism**

When it was stated above that Marey saw the cinema as a machinic dispositive that is analogous to the subject he was studying, was it not simply stating the obvious? Is it not true to say that the mechanism that envisages the body as a machine rediscovers in the machine what it had itself put into the body? The circular nature of the argument, when the result is foreseen in the initial data, should not fool us. Jean-Claude Beaune has written that the advocates of the man-machine ‘marvelled constantly to find one of those “machines” similar to the one made by man himself in the human body … There are only pistons, valves and levers’.³¹ According to Michel Serres, the Cartesian machine is a ‘topography (a description of the shapes of organs) to which one applies a sequence of mechanical transmissions’. It is, of course, true to say that Marey the physiologist was a successor of Descartes, Harvey, or Borelli, whose questions he made his own. He apprehended the living being as a machine and all movements as mechanical, always analysing the animal machine, the mechanism of a jump, of the organs, or of work, the mechanics of locomotion, etc.³² But two points are worth raising here. Firstly, it would be wrong to exaggerate Cartesian naïvety – Descartes’s method was a comparative one, and for him mechanics had as much a rhetorical function as a heuristic one.³³ It was a question of tak-
ing the automaton, the clock – but also the animal – as a starting point for reasoning, in order to distinguish, classify and thus clear a space for reflection and research that was free from the ideological constraints of the time. Marey did likewise when he stated this admirable and simple truth at the beginning of his scientific career:

When studying the movement of blood, we start from the principle that any movement is subject to physical laws, whatever the nature of the force that brought it into being; thus a stone thrown by the arm of man follows the same trajectory as a projectile fired by a cannon-powder; and yet in the one case it is the will of a man, the contraction of a muscle that has given the impulsion, whereas in the other it is physical force that has acted.  

Both men describe a space of objective investigation in the face of adversaries who, when all is said and done, evoked the unknowable in the name of God, the soul or the life force. From the moment when it is established that it is possible to analyse movement and the living being and experiment with them, whatever force has brought them into being, one leaves behind the controversies of believers, and the scientist’s work can begin.

Secondly, the above quotation establishes that there is a community of physical laws that govern both ‘natural’ and ‘mechanical’ phenomena. It is not sufficient to say that one applies the latter to the former.

**Machines**

When Marey speaks of machines with levers, pistons and valves, he is referring to them as instruments for noting movements and for carrying out investigations. He neither ‘rediscover’ the machine in the body nor assimilates the body to a machine – on the contrary, he exteriorises. The manufactured machine is not used as a model for the animal machine, but the latter lays down the way in which the former – which will be used to analyse it – is made. The series of apparatuses that he designed or perfected bears witness to this (the sphygmograph, polygraph, kymograph, recording cylinder, etc.) and chronophotography, which was meant to break down the movement of the wing or the fall of a cat, recorded this mechanism because it was based on it, and did not ‘create’ it by analogy.

It would be absurd to take the comparison between Descartes and Marey any further, as both biology and physiology were profoundly transformed during the two centuries separating them – and, moreover, there was little in common in their aims. But the mechanistic doctrine is conveniently brought back to its
founding father, and the distinction between Marey’s mechanism and that of Descartes must be underlined. Descartes wrote: ‘the motion which I have now explained follows as necessarily from the very arrangement of the parts ... as does the motion of a clock from the power, the situation, and shape of its counterweights and wheels.’

This is tantamount to saying that his descriptions proceed from anatomy, the observation of organs, muscles, nerves, etc. whose functioning he deduces or understands on the basis of their arrangement. The concern with finding a force or energy moving these dispositives (heat, animal spirits) does indeed exist, but the construction remains a largely deductive one.

Marey, for his part, immediately places cinematics within dynamics, which is not envisaged from the rather mysterious aspect of ‘forces’ alone. Marey’s dynamics was the implementation and working of the mechanism. That precluded cutting up the body (anatomy, vivisection). His interest in the functioning of the animal machine thus put him at odds with anatomists – who were only interested in the cadaver, and claimed that they could deduce the function of organs and their structures by examining them – and brings him closer to the vitalists. But, unlike the latter, he did not give up on the idea of dividing up the body, but without cutting it to pieces, as that breaks up both movement and function.

His approach did not infringe upon the mechanism, but made it more complex, the organism is still simply made up of a series of parts, of pieces assembled according to a system of links creating a series of geometrical and measurable displacements.

The effect is doubled, as François Dagognet has noted: respect of the wholeness of the body and the moving object; the conviction that the observed phenomenon must itself make note of its rhythms, scansion, and pauses by the trace it leaves – traces that are first indicial (curves, traces, notes), and then iconic-indicial (the photograph).

If, to be as precise as possible, the system of notation must proceed from the moving object itself (the phenomenon inscribes itself), it produces recording machines that exteriorise and imitate the observed traits of the phenomenon. Marey ‘changed and aligned the instrument with what he was to evaluate, not the other way round’. This can be seen in the following simple example:

To imitate the jerks of horses’ traction, it may be necessary to make facets and salient angles on the drum round which the rope is wound [my italics].

These two characteristics are important as they set Marey apart, and it is thus important to study how his mechanicism is different from that of his colleagues, as research into the mechanics of movement and the animal machine were very popular at the time. To quote just a few names – they appear in his letters – one
may ask what makes him any different from Louis-Félix Giraud-Toulon (the author of *Principes de la mécanique animale ou Études sur la locomotion chez l’homme et les animaux vertébrés*)\(^43\) who attacked him and whom he attacked, or from Samuel Haughton (author of *Principles of Animal Mechanics*),\(^44\) or from the ‘mechanotherapist’ Dr. F. Lagrange, not to mention Guillaume Duchenne de Boulogne and his *Mécanisme de la physionomie humaine*.\(^45\) There is no doubt that Maréy’s theories took shape within a whole series of texts, only a small number of which bore his signature, even though there were many of them. But within this collection, leaving aside that similar terms or identical theories may belong to different systems and thus have significantly different effects, it must be underlined that Maréy alone linked his physiology to the machine that produced successive images, to the extent that this machine guaranteed that the phenomenon under evaluation could be better imitated.

**Photography, chronophotography**

The interest that Maréy developed for photography and the photographic series (Muybridge) clearly illustrates his conception of movement as something that can be broken down into specific moments or positions, and hence, his view that it was discontinuous in nature and fundamentally imitative.

Photography – which, according to Laurent Mannoni, was a means of liberating the graphic method ‘from its limits and even from its technological impasse’\(^46\) – and later chronophotography provided Maréy with a machine which has characteristics that are similar to the body or physiological phenomena: discontinuity, jerks and intervals.

His activity was thus different from that of Janssen, from whom he drew inspiration and who himself pointed to ‘the physiological path’. His photographic revolver distinguished phases in the trajectory of Venus, but they were those dictated by the instrument that took them from a continuum (the trajectory) in order to capture the ‘decisive’ moment when the two planets were superposed. This was followed by a scale of measurement that allowed the event under investigation to be identified. Similarly, Albert Londe’s chronophotographs at the Salpêtrière clinic aimed, in the photographer’s own words, to meet the challenge of manifestations of paralysis, hysteria, epilepsy, chorea, etc. that were hard to distinguish with the naked eye. ‘Hence the need for a special apparatus allowing a number of proofs to be taken at intervals, as close together or far apart as necessary’.\(^47\)

The body-machine as envisaged by Maréy already comprised the discontinuity matched in and reproduced (and analysed) by the machine.\(^48\) Isomorphism
between the instrument and object analysed was sought: ‘the time the slotted disc takes to revolve is coming closer to that of the wing,’ he noted;\textsuperscript{49} ‘the photograph must give me the vibrations of an insect’s wing’.\textsuperscript{50} In 1879, Muybridge spoke of modifying his ‘automatic dispositions’ to meet Marey’s demands, while, in 1882, he noted that he was ‘finding another method that would better \textit{correspond} to the horse’s regular movements’.\textsuperscript{51}

Research was obviously not centred on the instant as a privileged moment (the problematic of the ‘meaningful’ instant belonging to the field of art is marginal here),\textsuperscript{52} but on the photographic instant that \textit{coincides} with a phase of the movement – the position or the vibration. It is not a question of time or of the speed of a phenomenon that must be grasped, but its rhythm (speed is measured thanks to an appropriate background, a scale).

This is the commentary he made about Muybridge’s instantaneous pictures: ‘These positions, as revealed by Muybridge, at first appeared unnatural … they have taught us to find attitudes in Nature we are unable to see for ourselves’.\textsuperscript{53}

The ‘pose’ (representation) interests the artist while the scholar observes the ‘instants’ of the phenomenon,\textsuperscript{54} just as ‘attitudes’ (representation) account for the ‘successive phases’ of the movement of the bird’s wings.\textsuperscript{55}

Reflection on the instantaneous photograph as any-instant-whatever of the movement, which ‘removes a non-significant moment of the succession’,\textsuperscript{56} corresponds to the isolated image, which is opposed to Lessing’s ‘pregnant’ moment. But is this true in the chronophotographic series and, in particular, in Marey’s work? He was seeking to establish precisely what happens in the mechanics of movement, and not simply select a single moment. The \textit{revealed} poses reveal what we were not able to see \textit{about nature}: they reproduce the various aspects of a movement.

Marey’s aim was neither to capture the decisive ‘instant’ nor to confer the dignity of art on some instant or other. Londe makes a clear distinction here between his approach and that of Marey:

\ldots as is well known, [the instantaneous photograph] consists in capturing the image of any object in movement from only one viewpoint – that is what differentiates it from the work of M. Marey. It is not only documentary, but the very purpose of the operation.\textsuperscript{57}

For Marey, not only was the object not just any random object and the aspect not unique, but the photo was not an end in itself.
Temporalities

The question remains of whether this division of time establishes a different type of temporality from that of the animal machine, from the moment when the relevant phases, points and instants dividing or shaping the phenomenon are subjected to the regularity and mechanical repetition of the instrument itself. When Muybridge spoke of making his ‘successive exposures at regular intervals by means of a clock’ to obtain more precision, he adjusted his camera in relation to an exterior machine – the clock – and no longer to the animal machine to which he wished it to ‘correspond’. The instantaneous photographs thus became any-instants-whatever. Now, ‘any-instance-whatever’ is required by the projector, which needs to use rigorously equal intervals and equidistant images in order to reconstitute movement and cause the caesura to disappear – this is the photogram. However, the photogram operates at a different level from the chronophotographic shots that Marey was interested in: its potential for recreating apparent movement does not come from its correspondence to a relevant articulation of the gallop or the walk, a discrete unit of locomotion – it cuts up at a lower level, even if it contains the unit as well. To be more precise, Marey’s project (the theory) differed from the idea of regularly capturing any instants whatever, but his practice, i.e., the actual recordings, did just that, since he used series of twelve and then twenty images per second and constantly worked on the speed and regularity of the intervals. The intervals allowed improvements in the recording of the phenomenon as they became more and more dissociated from the caesura that characterised it. The theory was based on mediation, and chaining: it is clear that ‘the series of successive images representing the different positions … occupied by a body during a series of successive instants’ (definitions from both 1878 and 1882 [my emphasis]) corresponded better to Marey’s aim when it was set out ‘on the same plate’ (a ‘figure-movement’) than in an immediate moving image which moves forward without an intermediary (an ‘image-movement’). In this case, it was then necessary to add an operation to the restitution in order to make the phenomenon comprehensible: ‘manipulating’ the series by slow-motion or freeze-frames.

This ‘return’ of the spectator, implied by the machine taking successive shots, casts doubt not only on the objectivity of the observation and the mechanical model guaranteeing it, but also on the place of the observing subject. If the spectator does not perceive the breaking down of the flight into static instants, but captures ‘the exhilarating power of flying … the maelstrom of feathers’, it means that subjectivity must become attuned to the projection mechanism, to avoid, as Merleau-Ponty puts it, ‘the dispersion of the self’ and maintain an imaginary unity in the imaginary world of the spectacle.
One may ask whether the evolution of the cinema would simply invalidate this question, thanks to a ‘naturalisation’ of the representation of movement. This is clearly not the case, however. Specialists who analyse gesture and gesticulation have encountered the same problem in their studies of kinetics, i.e., whether a dancer’s gesture is ‘the movement from one position to another’, and what is the ‘unit of the step’. It thus becomes necessary to make a distinction between structural articulations and perceptual articulations. In the 1970s, semioticians used the communication model to set up an opposition between the sender (the dancer), defined by kinesthetic patterns, and the receiver (the spectator) of the visual patterns.59

Marey’s theory was thus at a crossroads. One entire aspect of his research could be considered to be limited to techniques, a technology of the body. Demený, the advocate of gymnastics, bore witness to this, as did the studies on how the foot soldier marches or the way in which Marey approached the bicycle.60 But in parallel, Marey was pursuing ‘pure’ research that, with regard to his conceptual tools, was ever riskier. He took a greater interest in fluids than solids, in undulating phenomena whose movement, one could say, ‘defines’ them more than they move on the basis of the potential of their structures. According to Jakob von Uexküll, ‘an amoeba is less of a machine than a horse’, and it was indeed formless organisms such as the skate, the jellyfish, the veil and breath that Marey would examine.

Should one consider this an intrusion of non-Cartesian physics or even undulatory mechanics?61 This clash between the Marey mechanism and ‘cinema’ should lead to a reformulation of the concept of movement at the very moment it occurs. Marey’s reflection and what he has bequeathed to the cinema as a rational system of comprehension does not become less important because ‘It is when a concept changes its meaning that it is most meaningful’ (Bachelard).62

Its true importance can be seen in the fact that this dissociative and successive – in other words, discontinuous – consideration of the ‘cinema’, this reflection on the paradoxes of immobility and movement, quickly became a model, including for the contemporary arts of the time. What Eisenstein called ‘cinematism’ makes the cinematographic mechanism a general operator.63 Alfred Jarry, whose Docteur Faustroll contains evocations that are suggestive of a ‘machinic’ art,64 imposes a distinction between literature, which ‘is obliged to make the objects it describes file past in succession, one by one’ and ‘the painting or statue’ which ‘captures and fixes a moment of the duration’. ‘Literature’ and ‘painting-sculpting’ here are modalities of the cinema and photography, which implement the question of time and movement in an unusual manner.65
Notes


6. According to Méliès, the Gaumont-Demeny camera was not suitable for creating effects by stopping the camera as it was not sufficiently precise, and its lack of ‘free-dom’ *let the cat out of the bag* (see Jacques Malthête, Laurent Mannoni [eds.] *Méliès, magie et cinéma*, Paris: Espace Electra EDF, 2002, p. 154). André Gaudreault and more recently Laurent Le Forestier state that blurry or fogged images were *always* cut and reassembled when there was a so-called ‘stop-camera’ substitution (Ibid., p. 220). It thus does not seem possible that the effect was discovered by projecting a film shot by accident!

7. ‘George Méliès’s Mistake’ ([Oshibka Georga Mel’e], *Sovietskoïe kino* no. 3-4, 1933, published in *Selected Works*, vol. 1 of *Writings, 1922-1934*, ed. and trans. Richard Taylor (London: BFI, 1988), pp. 258-60. Eisenstein, together with the experimental filmmaker Werner Nekes at a later date, objected to the terminology of linking or even substitution, and spoke of ‘superposition’ – ‘each successive element is not positioned *next* to the last, but *above*’ – superposition creates a certain tension, contradiction, non-congruence, etc. of the elements brought into play (see ‘Dramaturgie der film-form’ in F. Albera, *Eisenstein et le constructivisme*, Lausanne: L’Age d’Homme, 1989, p. 68). A series of inferences could be drawn from the inscription of ‘montage’ in a conceptual framework such as that of ‘superposition’, starting with the fact that this type of articulation belongs to other ‘series’ of images in movement – in particular the magic lantern and optical toys. Cf. the ‘lantern’ or ‘cinematographic’ metaphor used by Marcel Proust, who makes a clear distinction between super(im)position (in perception) and succession (on the material medium, as it were): ‘… the superimposition … of the successive images which Albertine had been for me, … in a germination, a carnal efflorescence’ (*La Prisonnière*, Paris: Gallimard-Pléiade, 1965, translated by C.K. Scott Moncrieff, *The Captive*, <http://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/p/proust/marcel/p96c/chapter1.html>, accessed 21 September 2008).

The article contains a bibliography of previous papers) and ‘Fragmentation et segmentation dans les “vues animées”’ in F. Albera, M. Braun, A. Gaudreault (eds.), Stop Motion, Fragmentation of Time, Lausanne: Payot, 2002, pp. 225-245.
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